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Abstract

,: :he organization needed a leader who is able to govern the operations of

::e organization in order to achieve the stated goals the organization.

T:e presence of a leader is certainly a leader of character who has the
.::esight to empower the potential that exists within the organization so

,,rhat is the purpose of the organization can be achieved. The leader character

:as a way of thinking and behaving that are good role models in the

::ganization so that coal can be directed subordinates to work together in a
r_41/

:f,. fut,r." of the organization determined that one of them is a leader with
; -sion and a good character to realize the organization's future and the future

:: their subordinates in the organization.

lhe leader character in addition to having a clear vision and mission as well
:: be honest, fair, firm, innovation, broad-minded, intelligent and have a high

:totivation so as to direct the organization in achieving existing objectives.

Keywords : Leader and Character.

INTRODUCTION

"n determining the choice of a leader is certainly very desirable that a leader
',r'ho has the right is a good character so that the ideals of the members who

'oined the organization can be achieved.

l,lany forms of existing organizations that have different leadership styles as

:r'ell so it will create a different organizational environments also are able to

nove the various elements that exist in the organization.
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Own character experiences a leader who will create the character of the
organization was also influenced by a variety of ideas which are born by the
leaders in the organization.

Many of the leaders in the world that has the characteristics and leadership
styles also vary which will menjalankaan the organization in achieving the
goals that have been set by the leadership organization for the mutual benefit
between the organization and the members of the organization.

The fact that highly expected that a good leader is a leader who has a good
character as well which can affect all members to increase his motivation.
Various diversity organizations there are different purposes mempuntai also
so that all people within the organization are expected to develop It really a

organization.

Backgroirnd of the leaders were also different and there is also the birth of
the leader actually been around since the leader was still in his mother's
womb so that when she l; Ahir already really have faith will become future
leaders in the future.

But there was also a leader who must be prepared from the beginning to the
various efforts made both through education and provide an opportunity to
be a leader and eventually have experience in leading organizations.
In practice such leaders have also found success as getting a chance at a

variety of organizations sehinggaa have good experience in running an
organization.

A person who is given the opportunity
the power to influence others to
A leader must have the managerial
organization that wants to manage
organization of human resources and
organization.

In day-to-day tasks are various interactions within the
formal and informal relationships within and outside
Levels of the organization have hirakhi who have limited

to be a leader to make the leader has

act on the desire of its leaders
skills to run the activities of an
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',','hen a person is given the opportunity to be a leader then directly been
i.'*-en recognition for that position was given to him because of the position

" .ll create a power that existed at that position.

-eadership that exist in each leader's performance makes the organization
, .ll be more effective and efficient so that the organization of the possibilities
- r the inevitable losses.

'"lany of us also find that it is very much a person's failure to assert its role in
--rnning the organization that is we need to know the various phenomena
::at exist in the course of which is that the achievement of organizational
i -,als can be achieved.

!:rongly supported once in an organization that the effectiveness of the
:qanization that will either make the goal can be easily achieved.

-:ganizational effectiveness and leadership in running the organization will
-:ke the organization more quickly menjcapai purpose.

UNJDERSTANDING LEADER AND STYLE LEADER

:lore we discuss about the leadership of our first talk about the leader.
leader is a person who appears or is believed to be deliberately raised to be
:ole model within an organization to serve as a leader in an organization to
:hreve the objectives set by the organization in order to achieve the welfare
.:lembers.

:rtini Kartono (1982) said that a leader is a person who has special skills
lth or without a formal appointment can affect the group they lead to
: operative efforts lead to the achievement of certain goals.

-.:ita wider Dalan leader is one who leads by way of initiating social behavior
:','regulating, directing, organizing or mengontrl effort / efforts of others or
. ,:ough prestige, power or position. [Henry Pratt Fairchild, 1960).
: 'sically a leader will give new hope to the subordinate and the achievement
. tl-ie organization and can be achieved by displaying the leadership style
.at is tailored to the character of the leader.

ll
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Regarding leadership styles Griffin [2000) argues that there are two styles of

leadership are:

1. Job centered l6ader behavior leadership style is focus on jobs and the

procedure to be performed in the job'

2. Employee behavior is centered leader leadership styles tend to give

attention to the maintenance team and ensure that all people get

satisfaction in every iob'

Any person who is entrusted to a leader must have a different style of

leadership in which leadership style is influenced by several factors:

t. Background ofthe leader'

2. Knowledge leader.

3. Value leader.

4. Leadership experience. [Ernie Tisnawati Saefullah Sule and Kurniawan,

2004).

So a leader is expected to bring a change in the attitudes and behavior of

members of the organization because the leader will show behavior that is an

example and a role rirodel that can be emulated by members'

Halpin (1996) and Blake and Mouton said that the behavior of effective

leaders tend to demonstrate high performance of the arrangement

consideration in creating institutions and organizations'

Then there are models of leadership Fiedler (1967) which spawned a

contingency leadership model which assumes that the contribution of the

leader of the effectiveness of the group's performance depends on the

manner or style of leadership (leadership styleJ and the suitability of the

situation (the favourableness of the situationJ that it faces'

With the existing literature it is believed that a leader who is expected to

bring great hope for the future sustainability of the organization is a leader of

character.

Then when we talk about leadership can not be separated by the leader

which every leader has the leadership values that could influence the

subordinates to interact with each other within the organization to achieve

individual and organizational goals together.
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-eadership values the organization will result in a vibrant work situations
', here subordinates are encouraged or motivated to do a good job in the
-:qanization.

.:ench and Raven in Stoner, Freeman and Gilbert [1995J says that
':-.:tivation is something that encourages a person to show a certain behavior
I'iotivation is the set of forces that cause people to behave in certain waysJ.

-:aders must be able to empower all the potential that exists within the
-:ganization as to the empowerment of the organization will move perform
:i:e role of each member in the organization.

N"EADERSHIP

","'ith the trust given by the organization to an individual to be a leader in the
.:ganization at that time the leader is given the power to make the right
:=cisions in the organization.

:,licy leaders will be brought the hope of the development of the
,:ganization because he was given the mandate and responsibility to carry
, -.i tasks on behalf of the organization and for the benefit of the organization.

-:adership that is owned by a leader of an impact on the behavior and
,::itude to work because it subordinates will contribute commensurate with
,::eir position as a subordinate member of the organization Courant.
- ieader who mamiliki different leadership will be great when the leader can

;.','e effect to subordinates so that all decisions taken by the leaders of the
: :iire subordinate to mengkutinya.

- simple terms it can be said that leadership is a process pengarhan variety
,: activity that exists in an organization that is affected by the attitude and
: =navior of the leadership to work in empowering organizations of all
-,rential adalam both human and natural potentials that can be used as an
.:tbodiment of the organization's objectives and their each individual in the
. :ganization.
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Griffin [2000J divides the two leaderships understanding of concepts,
namely:

L' The process of leadership is focused on what is done by the leaders where
leaders use their influence to clarifiz goals for employees, subordinates or
they lead and motivate them to achieve organizational goals.

2' Attributes are leadership characteristics that must be possessed by every
leader that can influence the behavior of others without the use of force
so that the people he leads to accept himself as a figure worthy to lead
them.

Furthermore Bass and Avolio (1,994) says that the transformational
leadership has four dimensions called "The Four I's" are:

1' Idealized influence finfluence ideal) than the attitude of the leader makes
his lollowers admire, respect and trust at the same time.

2. Inspirational motivation [motivation inspiration] is a leader who is able
to articulate clear expectations for subordinates achievement,
demonstrated commitment to the whole purpose of the organization and
be able to change the team spirit within the organization through the
growth of enthusiasm and optimism.

3. Intellectual stimulation [intellectual stimulation) the leader must be able
to foster new ideas, provide creative solutions to the problems faced by
subordinates and motivating subordinates to seek new approaches in
carrying out organizational tasks.

4. Individualized consideration [individual consideration) is the leader who
will listen attentively inputs subordinates and specifically want to pay
attention to the needs of subordinates to career development.

Bryman (1'992) states that transformational leadership is new leadership
[the new leadership).

After the note of some sense of leadership then made conclusions about the
meaning of leadership is the efforts made through various processes to get
the goals that have been predetermined by the organization through the
empowerment of existing resources,
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',-arious issues concerning the failure of our premises at the world leaders in
:he nation so mengakibatkjan mempin permanent noise occurs in the
:ountry where the leaders can not bring new hope for the community
nembers that exist in the region.

l,Iany events that we hear about the overthrow by subordinates and

superiors in the world, including in Egypt at this time that the overthrow of
Igyptian President because the values are not the right leadership to adjust

:o the situation that existed at this time in Egypt and some other countries in
,he world such as : Egypt, Libya, Iraq, the Philippines, etc..

-r'lrely the leader of character can determine the organization's future

=:<pectations and future subordinates so that a leader must have a really high
.,'alues that can influence subordinates.

. ne leader character must have a clear vision and mission that became their
-.sponsibility to achieve that goal.

-: rhis point in the nomination area where vision and mission requirements
j a necessity in the nomination area due to the vision and mission of the

=ader seeks to create a better life.

...sion dalah foresight to be achieved through the mission as the implementer

, . rhat vision.

certain time and

goals. However, a

Clear objectives to be achieved.

Rationality and affordable to achieve.

Brief and straightforward ..

Time achievement should be clear.

-.ear vision and mission should be accomplished at a

.:=pends on the leaders who will achieve the long-term

. - od vision and mission should be:

:h the vision and mission well into the future then
,::reving the goal that will bring new hope to
:: -. :ordinates in improving the quality of life.

a leader will succeed in
the organization and
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Quality of life is the goal of all people by the desire to change the values of the

good life it will give to every human motivation to change behavior work in
improving the qu4lity of the work.

In the theory of motivation proposed by Maslow called the hierarchy theory
which explained that people will be motivated to behave in a job to make

ends meet.

There are 5 levels ofneeds are:

1". Physical needs [physical needs) is a basic human need is the need of food,
sexs requirements and other biological needs.

2. Security needs (safety and security needs) that the need for security is
protected from security threats and uncertainties.

3. SoEial needs [social needs) which will need leingkungan that explains the
relationship between environmental sesame.

4. Esteem needs [esteem needs] the need for an award that everyone
membuituhkan achievement award for work done by everyone who
works.

5. Self-actualization needs [self-actualization needsJ, namely the need to put
the individual in the individual environment for his development as a
final requirement.

Of the theory developed by Maslow then everyone who lives will be faced
with this position and can not be separated from the level of need that exists
in theory the need, but this can all be achieved depends on the attitude and
motovasi owned by each man.
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*: 
:ealize this desire then dibuthkan a leader of character who had a clear

''.-,n and mission when given the opportunity to become a leader in an
"::nization.

*. j lers must have the requisite character-syrata as follows:

" This clever where is mandatory to be possessed by a leader which is very
.:rl-luential in achieving the goals set by the organization in order to
::hieve well.

- lonesty because it will tergaanbar integrity tinggai dai menjalanakan
.eaders in the organization.

1 :rpen so that it can accept the current changes that will take place both on

.rternal and external to the organization.
- \lotivators that can drive the morale of his subordinates in menjalanakan.

i Innovators that can give you good ideas that are not to be developed
r,,'ithin the organization.

: Ee fair and equitable opportunity of providing proportionally to all
:arties and subordinates within the organization.

- :SSertive attitude that has dared to take the decision to develop the
::ganization's progress in the future.

Appreciation
Social

Physical
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g. Which has a broad-minded way of looking far into the future to change

the organization'S existence became increasingly growing in the future'
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